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Peacemaking Needs Leadership
North Korea, the Rohingya crisis of Myanmar and the actions of Donald
Trump all are contributing to a more unstable world. None of these
emergencies have a military solution. What is needed now, more than ever,
is a serious discussion on how we respond. Jeremy Corbyn MP recently
appointed Fabian Hamilton MP as a Shadow Minister for Peace and
Disarmament. Fabian has already started to examine how different
government departments can work together to reduce violence and
promote peacemaking.

Fabian has called into question the role of the arms industry in the UK,
which is heavily subsidised by the UK tax payer. On the sales of arms to the
Saudi-led coalition engaged in the bombardment of Yemen, he said: "I don't
believe we have any business providing weapons of war for proxy wars."
When asked if this would mean an arms embargo on UAE, Bahrain, Kuwait,
and Egypt, he responded: "Absolutely."

We think this new position has the potential to overhaul government policy.
A Minister for Peace could criticise the £350 million spent on recruiting
children into the army and look at the wider issue of how peace is taught in
education. Moreover, as there is always someone to represent militarism
around the Cabinet table, now we can have somebody represent a non
military approach - a sorely needed voice in British politics.

Conscience has long campaigned for the right of Conscientious Objection
to Military Taxation. We also have to answer a wider question, where
would would this money go? To answer this, we also need to address the
difficult question what peace looks like.

We at Conscience believe that peace needs leadership, which is why we are
backing the new Minister for Peace position. We want to work with all
political parties as currently, only the Labour Party has the Shadow Minister
for Peace and Disarmament. We think Plaid Cymru, the SNP and the Green
Party and the Liberal Democrats need to follow suit. This will take time and
effort to make this idea a reality.



The Conscience Campaign has
always punched above it’s weight
in political affairs and evidenced by
our recent work with many MPs
not least Quaker Ruth Cadbury
MP in putting the first Taxes for
Peace Bill on the Agenda in 17
years.

This year we attended we
attended both the Green Party
and Labour Party Conferences
with a simple objective: to promote a Minister for Peace and Disarmament.
We met with key MPs such as Emily Thornberry and John McDonnell MP.
We are pleased to report that preparations are being made to integrate the
Minister into the Foreign and Commonwealth Office if Labour win the next
election.

Shaping the position, its roles and responsibilities, and looking at best
practice from analogous positions around the world will be an essential part
of ensuring that Fabian Hamilton gets off to a flying start as the UK’s first
ever Minister for Peace.

We asked Conscience members for the funds to undertake this vital piece
of research. We raised over £3,300, making it the most successful
crowdfunder Conscience has ever done. This is not only enough to fund the
research, but also enough to send it to every single MP in the United
Kingdom.

We think the time for a Minister for Peace has come - Conscience believes
now is the moment to seize the opportunity and make a contribution on
what the future of Foreign Policy should be. The challenges ahead for
peacemakers are legion - Brexit triggering new divisions, a resurgent Russia
and one of the most dangerous and temperamental US presidents in living
memory create a bleak backdrop for the future.

But just as the conscientious objectors stood against war in 1914 in the
darkest of times, so must we in the 21st century. Peace needs a budget.
Peace needs leadership. Most of all, peace needs a Minister.

Emily Thornberry MP: Minister for Peace
should be based at Foreign Office



Conscientious Objectors Day

Conscience working with the
World War One Peace Forum
helped co-organise this year’s
International Conscientious
Objectors Day. Held in
Tavistock Square every May we
were joined by two special
guests: Nick Jeffrey, a Vietnam
War Draft Resister, and
Conscience’s own Sir Mark
Rylance.

Nick painted a rich picture of life during the Vietnam War where, as always,
conscientious objectors were painted as traitors and cowards. Nick told us of
his own experiences of resisting the draft. He fled the United States and came
to Britain, where he became involved with the American Democratic Party.

When the war-resisting Democrats in London elected a representative to
attend the Democratic National Party Conference in the States, the delegates
were arrested on arrival. Nick’s story reminded us all that conscientious
objectors face many kinds of persecution and discrimination for their beliefs,
and their refusal to kill.

Sir Mark performed two pieces, the first being the statement that Roger
Baldwin (who later went on to found the American Civil Liberties Union)
made in 1918 when he appeared before the Federal Court in New York,
charged with violation of the Selective Service Act. He read the timeless
words:

‘The compelling reason for my refusing to comply with the act is my
uncompromising opposition to the principle of conscription of life by
the State, in time of war or peace... I regard the principle of
conscription of life as a flat contradiction of all our cherished ideals of
individual freedom.’

Sir Mark Rylance Performs at CO day 2017



Mark then invited his young
and talented acting colleague
Patrick Walsh MacBride to
join him in reading a piece
about Siegfried Sassoon.
Sasson was a soldier in World
War I, and one of leading
anti-war poets of the time, as
well as a conscientious
objector in World War II.

The piece was specially
adapted for CO Day from a play by the remarkable Juliet Rose, by the
playwright herself, and features Sassoon’s own words:

‘What I do know is every day I am watching men who I care about –
and yes, I will say it now, love – suffering and dying, without purpose
and without hope. And I will not let their suffering be lost in the
abyss… Out here, I am finding my voice. For my men, the killed and
wounded men I could not protect and the men still suffering in the
slaughterhouse we call France, for the men whose voices are being
silenced, I am finding my voice.’

A moving tribute from one of Britain’s greatest living actors – a meditation on
the horrors of war, and the conscience of one of history’s most memorable
conscientious objectors.

Mark and Patrick’s piece was followed by a minute’s silence to remember all
those who have fallen in war, and those who have resisted the demand to fight
and to kill. The names of 100 conscientious objectors from 79 nations were
read out to close the commemoration. Attendees were invited to lay a white
carnation at the stone during this list, which bore the names of COs from the
Roman Empire to Modern South Korea, from both World Wars and across the
political spectrum.

This was one of the most well attended CO days in recent memory and
special thank you goes out to the Peace Pledge Union, Pax Christi, the
Movement for the Abolition of War, Quakers in Britain, Mark Rylance and
other friends in the peace movement for making this wonderful occasion

Crowds gathered in Tavistock Square  for CO day



Campaign update
Conscience Crowd Funder: we did it!

Conscience asked our members to fund our newest endeavour - to write a
detailed research briefing on what a Minister for Peace would do in
government and circulate it to MPs and Civil Servants. Conscience members
dug deep and raised a staggering £3,300.

We are now in looking for researchers to take on this project which will start
in January 2018. It our aim that in spring 2018 we will launch the report in
Parliament as we begin the process of making the Minister for Peace
mainstream thinking at
Westminster.

Changing the world is a difficult
business - thank you to all the
Conscience members who
believed in our project and
made it possible!

Mark Rylance and Caroline Lucas discussion

At a sell-out event in Parliament, Conscience were joined by two stars of the
peace movement Mark Rylance and Caroline Lucas for a discussion on

‘What does a ethical foreign
policy look like?’

In a wide ranging discussion we
covered everything from ideas,
military recruitment to the arms
trade. A focus was drawn to the
Minister for Peace role, and what
opportunities it might have to
overhaul different government
departments with the goal reducing
global violence.

Mark Rylance and Caroline Lucas with
Conscience Campaign Manager Shaughan Dola



Caroline Lucas noted that
armaments now rank as Great
Britain’s number one international
export. Britain frequently exports
weapons to countries with poor
human rights records, that are
using our weapons to persecute
neighbouring minorities. The
current humanitarian crisis in the
Yemen caused by on-going bombing by Saudi Arabia. Despite the atrocities,
Saudi remains one of the UK arms industry’s biggest clients.

Thank you to everyone who attended to support the Conscience
campaign.

Conscience at Party Conferences

Our Campaign Manager went to the Labour Party Conference to sell one
vision to the Labour Party - a Minister for Peace. So we went to the Fringe
and talked about how a Minister for Peace might work in different contexts,
its benefits to disarmament campaign groups, NGOs, and charities that deal
with the fallout from armed conflict.

Leading up to the Conference, Conscience was lucky enough to meet with
Shadow Chancellor John McDonnell and Emily Thornberry in Parliament.
With John McDonnell, we discussed how we could improve the funding of
the Minister for Peace, and how it might work in synergy with the Conflict

Security and Stability Fund.

The Shadow Chancellor added that the new
position will have the full backing of the
Chancellor in the next Labour government.
We also asked Emily Thornberry how the
Minister for Peace might with work with the
Foreign Office. She saw it as a junior
ministerial position that would work with the
department to promote the peace agenda
through better diplomacy.

Mark and Caroline in Conversation

Kate Osamor MP discusses trade policy



We also grilled Stephen Kinnock MP,
and Conor McGinn MP, on what athe
Shadow Minister would do to meet
the rising challenges of disarmament
in an age where foreign policy is
becoming defined by the belligerence
of two nuclear states - the USA, and
North Korea.

Whilst Conor argued any form of
disarmament is unlikely for the
foreseeable future, he backed this
approach to foreign policy,
commending the work of peace
campaigners in his own constituency.

At the Green Party Conference Shaughan Dolan and Simon Reed
representing Conscience descended on Harrogate to fire Green Party
Activists about our Minister for Peace campaign. Over four days Conscience
had a stand in the main hall - with over 90 Green Party activists pledging their
support.

Our pitch was to change Green Party policy so that the creating a Minister
for Peace becomes national Green Party policy - with hopefully other parties
following suit. Conscience now has enough support within the Green Party
to start the process of direct attempting to get activists to get this policy
passed by its next process - we will soon be starting the dialogue to make
sure that happens!

We also spent time on the Fringe, bringing our message of promoting peace
and rejecting military solutions. We spoke to the Boycott Divestment
Sanctions Campaign and the Palestinian Solidarity campaign - we hope we
can work with these groups moving forward.

That rounded a very successful Conference season - the Minister for Peace
proposal received a warm reception at both Labour and Green Party
Conference - now the hard work begins to make it a reality.

Shaughan Dolan and Simon Reed
at Green Party Conference



CPTI Conference

Conscience and Peace
Tax International (CPTI)
is a group that
represents campaigns
from across the world
that fight for the right of
Conscientious Objection
to Military Taxation
(COMT). We heard updates from the German, Norwegian, Swedish and
Columbian campaigns – many of which seem to be making progress in a
difficult political environment for the peace movement.

We made plans to step up our cross-country work, and have signed off a
new joint project working with the United Nations.

Almost all modern human rights law has emanated from the United Nations,
including the modern right of conscientious objection. The UN could be the
perfect vehicle for setting out, in international law, a new and more inclusive
right to conscientious objection. CPTI already enjoy consultative status with
the UN, and we have agreed to put time and effort into ensuring this
continues.

The next step is using that access to reach out to diplomats, and to propose
motions at the UN to get the international community discussing the issues
around COMT. A strategic plan for the next two years has been developed
with the Swedish Conscience campaign leading the efforts in Geneva.
Conscience will support them by offering advice and experience from our
own attempts at passing a Taxes for Peace Bill.

The strength of the Peace Tax
community remains unbowed.
We look forward to working
with our international
partners from across the
globe on this new, and
exciting, United Nations
project.

Delegates to the CPTI Conference held in London

CPTI discussed a joint UN project



In 2015, just before Parliament was
due to vote on whether the UK would
begin air strikes in Syria, the Metro
published an infographic of the
reasoning behind the votes of many
MPs.

It was fascinating reading. Members
opposing the bill talked about the huge
loss of civilian lives, the irresponsibility
of destroying a countries infrastructure without plans to help them rebuild
and a general worry that the proposals were unclear and poorly thought out.

It was a very different story coming from those who supported the bill. The
shared sentiment was much simpler “well, we can't do nothing!” When other
world powers were seen to be doing something, it was inconceivable that
the UK should sit on the sidelines. So, within a few hours of the final vote,
the UK began bombing Syria.

Two years later and the situation in Syria has continued to deteriorate. It is
clear that doing ‘something’ is not an acceptable way to run foreign policy.
But at the time, no-one was really proposing a strong alternative that could
have stood up to David Cameron’s need for air strikes. Who would have
come up with the alternative? Are there any departments who have the
incentive to support ideas when they arise?

Certainly not the Ministry of Defence. Anything even resembling state
building looks too much like the mess the UK and America made in Iraq and
Afghanistan. Prolonged interventions are expensive and unpopular with the
public. They also tend to create fertile ground for rebel groups and terrorists
to grow when the military is inevitably pulled out too early. No, it is far
better for the MOD to just bomb enemies (whoever they are) from a safe
distance and then allow Syria to pick up the pieces.

Let’s do something, not anything
 for peace



How about the Foreign Office?  The
Foreign Office has recently had its
budget slashed by 40% and, with its
focus on securing international trade
agreements, has very little money or
incentive to push for anything that is
more hands on. They also like to
keep a distance from the policies set
by the MOD so that the UK's trade
deals with Saudi are never
complicated by the politics of helping
the vulnerable.

A Minister for Peace would always be pushing for peaceful solutions to global
crises, forcing discussion and dialogue and not allowing the MOD to just lead
with the easiest solution. Global peacebuilding and disarmament are difficult
and it is important to have some in Government who are directly responsible
for this. For too long, the tireless campaigning work of the groups like the
Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament and the Campaign Against the Arms
Trade have struggled to be recognised in parliament because there is no-one
who must responsible for the disarmament agenda.

In September, London was host to Europe’s biggest arms fair. Who in
parliament is responsible for ending this disgrace? You’d think the Foreign
Office with their fixation on trade deals, but they can always tell you it falls
under the banner of the MOD, who would just pass you back to the Foreign
Office. A Minister for Peace would change this and make sure activists are not
just fobbed off.

Our current Government is complacent and, with
no-one to make the case for morally right
solutions, all too happy to let greed, power and
laziness be their guides. Jeremy Corbyn has made
a stand to change this – if we want change, we
need to stand with him.

●

Fabian Hamilton MP: Labour’s new
Minister for Peace and Disarmament



conscience could not function without the help of its volunteers whose help is
vital to the success of the campaign.

There are a range of volunteering possibilities at conscience including:

Help in our North London Office
As part of our volunteering programme you could be involved in
campaigning, fundraising, political lobbying, membership and general
support. We are currently in need of regular office admin assistance.

Executive Committee membership
Our Executive Committee meets four times a year to make decisions on matters
such as policy, strategy and finance. We are also currently in need of a volunteer
pensions specialist and volunteer pensions fund trustee(s) with Pensions
Regulator experience.

Ad hoc help
There are certain times during the year when the office needs additional help
with mailings and other activities. Add your name to our volunteer list and help
the campaign for half a day a few times a year!

If you are interested in any of our volunteering opportunities please contact
us at campaign@conscienceonline.org.uk or call 020 3515 9132

Volunteer for conscience

conscience, 17 North Square, Golders Green
London, NW11 7AD tel: +44 (0) 20 3515 9132
email: campaign@conscienceonline.org.uk
web: www.conscienceonline.org.uk

conscience TAXES FOR PEACE NOT WAR works for a world where taxes are used to
nurture peace, not pay for war.


